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Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
$100.00
Discount

Ask a question about this product
Seed Brand Lawless Breed Genetics

Description
Do-Si-Dos is an indica dominant hybrid (70% indica/30% sativa) strain created through crossing the potent Girl Scout Cookies with Face Off
OG. Named for the favorite Girl Scout Cookie, Do-Si-Do has a sweet addicting minty cookie flavor that you won't be able to get enough of. Just
be warned – with its super powerful 28-30% THC level it's easy to overdo it. The smell of Do-Si-Do is just as intoxicating as the flavor, with a
sweet minty aroma that's accented by fresh lime and pine. Once you get past the flavor, the effects are just as addicting. The Do-Si-Do high hits
you fast and hard with a cerebral rush of euphoric energy that lasts for only a few moments before fading into a happy stoney introspection. As
your mind falls deeper and deeper into itself, a warming body buzz will start to wash over you, first moving down your spine before extending
through your limbs, leaving you helplessly sedated and completely couch-locked. With these hard-hitting effects, Do-Si-Do is said to be perfect
for the experienced user suffering from conditions such as insomnia, chronic pain, nausea, and depression. Do-Si-Do buds have conical olive
green nugs with bright amber hairs, purple leaves, and a sticky coating of sweet syrupy resin that coats each and every bright frosty white
trichome.
Kush Mints is an evenly balanced hybrid strain (50% indica/50% sativa) created through a potent cross of the classic Bubba Kush X Animal
Mints strains. Perfect for any fan of a super minty flavor, Kush Mint brings on well-balanced effects that hit both mind and body with a high level
of potency thanks to its super heavy 22-24% average THC level. Kush Mint has a fabulously sharp minty taste with hints of fresh coffee and
earthy cookies to it. The aroma is of earthy sweet woods and rich spicy coffee with a heavy kick of mint. The Kush Mint high isn't quite as eyeopening as the flavor, with relaxing effects that will have you kicking back and pretty sleepy if you're not careful. It starts with a warming tingle in
the spine, filling you with a sense of deep permeating relaxation that ebbs and flows outwards through your limbs until you are totally calm in
both mind and body. With these effects and its high level of potency, Kush Mint is said to be perfect for treating conditions such as chronic pain,
depression, chronic fatigue and nausea or appetite loss. This bud has fluffy oversized piecey forest green nugs with rich amber undertones,
matching hairs and a coating of sparkling clear crystal trichomes.
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